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No Need for Landmarks: An Embodied Neural
Controller for Robust Insect-like Navigation

Behaviors
Xiaofeng Xiong and Poramate Manoonpong

Abstract—Bayesian filters have been considered to help refine
and develop theoretical views on spatial cell functions for self-
localization. However, extending a Bayesian filter to reproduce
insect-like navigation behaviors (e.g., home searching) remains
an open and challenging problem.

To address this problem, we propose an embodied neural
controller for self-localization, foraging, backward homing, and
home searching of an advanced mobility sensor driven insect-like
robot (AMOS). The controller, comprising a navigation module
for the Bayesian self-localization and goal-directed control of
AMOS and a locomotion module for coordinating the 18 joints of
AMOS, leads to its robust insect-like navigation behaviors. As a
result, the proposed controller enables AMOS to perform robust
foraging, backward homing, and home searching against various
levels of sensory noise, compared to conventional controllers.
Its implementation relies only on self-localization and heading
perception, rather than global positioning and landmark guid-
ance. Interestingly, the proposed controller makes AMOS achieve
spiral searching patterns comparable to those performed by real
insects. We also demonstrated the performance of the controller
for real-time indoor and outdoor navigation in a real insect-like
robot without any landmark and cognitive map.

Index Terms—Path integration, Backward homing, Self-
localization, Neural control, Foraging.

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOTICS-INSPIRED biology is an emerging research
field aimed at designing new robots and models for

guiding biologists toward new findings in animal experiments
[1], [2]. It has flipped the research on bio-inspired robotics, in
which design principles from biology are extracted to develop
bio-robotic systems and models. For instance, Gaussier et
al. (2019) presented a simple robotic model to validate the
neurobiological recoding of place and grid cells through neural
representations of path integration (PI) [3]. PI is a computa-
tional process whereby animals estimate their positions relative
to the starting point, by integrating self-generated signals (e.g.,
orientation and speed) over time [4]. Savelli and Knierim
(2019) suggested that Bayesian filters could theoretically fa-
cilitate an understanding of spatial cell functions that reflects
the PI of animal (e.g., insect) navigation [5].
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To fully forage for environmental resources, insects need
to leave their homes, travel to new territories and perform
backward homing [6], [7], [8]. Such behaviors are achieved
using PI; one of the oldest and most ubiquitous navigational
strategies of insects [9]. Experimental results indicate that PI
enables an insect to integrate circuitous foraging paths into
a straight homing path over 100 m [10]. Inspired by ant
optic sensing, Dupeyroux et al. (2019) developed a simple
PI model for the outdoor homing of a hexapod robot over
short walking distances (e.g., 13.8 m) [11]. However, it is an
approximated motion model, rather than an accurate constant
turn rate and velocity (CTRV) model [12]. Moreover, the
model relies exclusively on linear filters, rather than non-
linear (e.g., Kalman) filters which can reduce sensing drifts
to improve PI prediction. As a result, the model does not
reproduce the homing behaviors over 100 m performed by
real ants. To investigate nonlinear PI, Goldschmidt et al.
(2017) proposed a neurocomputational model for foraging and
goal-directed navigation in an insect-like legged robot. As
a result, the robot can learn and store vectorial memories
when subjected to less than 5% sensory (i.e., positional)
noise [13]. However, speed and heading noises have not been
investigated in the neurocomputational model; the two most
important inputs of PI. These cumulative noises inherently
result in navigational uncertainty and errors in PI which have
been theoretically and numerically proven [14], [15], [16],
especially in long distance insect-like navigation. Therefore,
the investigation of embodied insect-like navigation subject to
long distance navigation and various noisy speed and heading
sensing remains an important and unsolved problem.

Since long distance navigation inherently reduces the posi-
tion prediction through PI [17], [18], an embodied agent may
fail in homing when its PI is zeroed out. Consequently, there is
another fundamental and unsolved problem: how an embodied
agent searches for its home while not exactly arriving at it.
In general, insects perform systematic home searching behav-
ior that results in increasing spiral paths, before eventually
drifting toward the home [17], [19]. Inspired by this strategy,
Vickerstaff and Merkle (2012) developed a heuristic Bayesian
search model that maximizes the probability of finding the
home and emulates the search patterns of ants [18]. As a
result, the model outperforms simpler searching models [20]
owing to its more expensive spatial representations. To reduce
the computational cost, Waldner and Merkle (2018) presented
a simpler model consisting of centered loops and random
perturbations for reproducing the searching patterns of insects
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Fig. 1. Embodied neural controller for the insect-like robot AMOS. Taking the sensed heading angle φs and speed vs as the inputs, the navigation module of
the controller consists of: (1) a path integration (PI) module for AMOS’s self-localization, (2) navigation planners (NPs) for various navigation behaviors, (3)
a home and feeder finder (HFF) for heading perception, and (4) a sign Gaussian tangent (SGT) network for generating the goal-directed walking command I .
Receiving the command, the locomotion module, i.e., a modular neural network (MNN), coordinates the 18 joints of the robot to generate various insect-like
navigation behaviors (e.g., backward homing). (B) AMOS and its motor outputs N1−18. Each leg has a TC (Thoraco Coxal) joint allowing forward and
backward motions, a CTr (Coxa Trochanteral) joint allowing elevation and depression motions, and an FTi (Femur Tibia) joint allowing extension and flexion
motions, respectively. Abbreviations are: R (F, M, H) = right (front, middle, hind) leg, L (F, M, H) = left (front, middle, hind) leg.

[21]. However, the PI errors accumulated in foraging were
excluded in the model where the errors were zeroed out before
performing insect-like searches. Moreover, the aforementioned
models emulate insect-like searching based on pure numerical
simulations, rather than insect-like embodied agents, e.g.,
legged robots with many degrees of freedom (DOF).

To tackle these problems, we develop an embodied con-
troller for insect-like foraging, goal-directed navigation, and
path integration (PI) of the robot AMOS in simulation when
subjected to various levels of noisy speed and heading sensing
(see Fig. 1). The developed controller consists of a navigation
module to control the heading direction of the various insect-
like behaviors, and a locomotion module to coordinate the 18
joints of the robot. The controller directs AMOS to perform
adaptive insect-like behaviors such as random foraging, back-
ward homing, and home searching. These generated behaviors
are more versatile and robust than those produced by classical
steering controllers [12], [13]. Moreover, the proposed navi-
gation module allows AMOS to perform robust goal-directed
navigation, thereby improving its self-localization accuracy,
compared to the conventional localization method [11], [12].
Furthermore, under the proposed controller, insect-like spiral
searching patterns are reproduced in the robot AMOS, rather
than those exhibited in numerical analyses [21], [22], [18].
This reproduction relies solely on the PI of the proposed con-
troller, rather than additional searching mechanisms excluding

the PI prediction error in foraging.
The experimental results shows that keeping PI running

after it zeros out results in automatic spiral searching patterns,
which are comparable to those found in insects. The result may
encourage biologists to investigate the relationship between PI
and search patterns in real insects. The main contributions of
this work are as follows:

• A newly developed SGT network which allows for ac-
curate goal-directed navigation when subjected to sen-
sory noise (e.g., variable sensing errors) and constrained
navigation (e.g., fixed sensing errors), thereby facilitating
self-localization accuracy.

• A newly proposed home searching strategy by keeping
PI running after it zeros out, which enables complex
insect-like robots with 18 DOFs to reproduce insect spiral
paths [17], [19], [21], rather than a conventional home
searching strategy (e.g., random walk [23], [24]).

• An embodied neural controller which makes the robot
AMOS reproduce rich insect behaviors (i.e., random
foraging, goal-directed navigation, backward homing, and
searching home) with minimal information (i.e., heading
angle and speed) over a long distance (e.g., 100 m). Such
rich behaviors have not yet been realized using a single
controller with the minimal information.

• A demonstration of the proposed controller for real-time
navigation in the simulated and real insect-like robots
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without landmarks and cognitive maps that are typically
employed in state-of-art (SOA) controllers [11], [12],
[25], [26].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
proposed controller, comprising navigation and locomotion
modules, is presented in Section II. Section III presents
the experimental results for the robust insect-like navigation
realized by the proposed controller, through a comparison with
classical steering controllers and self-localization methods
[13], [12], [11]. The experimental setups include constrained
navigation against fixed sensing errors (i.e., setting constant
sensory feedback values), robust navigation against variable
sensing errors, and home searching through continually oper-
ating PI. A discussion is provided in Section IV.

II. EMBODIED NEURAL CONTROLLER

The embodied neural controller consists of navigation and
locomotion modules implemented on the simulated robot
AMOS (see Fig. (1)). The navigation module is designed
to self-localize the robot and plan its complex insect-like
behaviors (e.g., backward homing). Insect-like locomotion
is achieved by the locomotion module, which controls and
coordinates the robot’s 18 joints (see Fig. 1 (B)). The robot
has six legs, each of which has a thoraco-coxal (TC) joint
allowing forward and backward motion, a coxa-trochanteral
(CTr) joint allowing elevation and depression motion, as well
as a femur-tibia (FTi) joint allowing extension and flexion
motions, respectively (see Fig. 1 (B)). Here we use a modular
robot control environment (MOROCO) [27] and the physically
realistic robot simulator LPZRobots [28] to test our proposed
controller in AMOS (see Supplementary section I for the
specification of AMOS).

A. Navigation module

The module consists of a PI for the AMOS self-localization
(see Fig. 1 (A), (1)), navigation planners (NPs) for its complex
insect-like behaviors (see Fig. 1 (A), (2)), a home and feeder
finder (HFF, see Fig. 1 (A), (3)), and an SGT neural network
for planning its goal-directed walking (see Fig. 1 (A), (4)).

1) PI: The developed PI reproduces insect-like self-
localization and holonomic control [5], [29]. In PI, a Bayesian
filter [30] and an extended holonomic model [12] are inte-
grated to predict the position (x̂, ŷ) of AMOS relative to its
starting position. PI uses only the sensed speed vs and heading
angle φs of AMOS as inputs, which are subjected to the noises
attributed to normal distributions, expressed as

vs ∼ vr +N (0.00, |βvr|), φs ∼ φr +N (0.00, |βπ|), (1)

where vr and φr are the actual speed and heading angle of
AMOS, while β denotes the noise factor.

AMOS’s self-localization is achieved by PI consisting of
an extended constant turn rate and velocity (ECTRV) model
and an extended Kalman filter (EKF) (see their detailed imple-
mentation in Supplementary section II). Our study introduces
an embodied neural control approach that differs from that of
[12] in the following respects:

• It relies solely upon self-generated sensory feedback,
rather than global position feedback.

• It extends the CTRV model to an ECTRV one for insect-
like forward foraging and backward homing during self-
localization. Mathematically, their difference is that the
ECTRV includes ± for accurate self-localization in for-
ward foraging and backward homing (see Supplementary
Eq. (1)).

• It includes the newly developed SGT network to deal
with the variable and fixed sensory noise for accurate
goal-directed navigation.

• It is enhanced by a novel homing strategy that leads to
insect-like (i.e., spiral) home searching patterns without
any additional home searching mechanism.

Furthermore, we validated the online self-localization perfor-
mance of the control approach in both complex simulated and
real robotic systems (18 DOFs), whereas [12] only demon-
strated a simple vehicle system (4 DOFs) in simulation and
offline self-localization.

Fig. 2. Path integration (PI). The PI inputs are the sensed speed vs and
heading angle φs (see Eq. (1)). PI consists of an extended constant turn
rate and velocity (ECTRV) model for updating position information, and an
extended Kalman filter (EKF) for predicting the position (x̂, ŷ) of AMOS
(see the ECTRV and EKF implementation in Supplementary section II).

2) Navigation planners (NPs): There are three NPs for 1)
goal directing (NPG), 2) foraging (NPF), and 3) backward
homing (NPB) (Fig. 1 (A), (2)).

a) NPG: In preference to other NPs, the NPG relies on
the home and feeder finder (HFF) receiving the noisy heading
angle φs (see Fig. 3 (A)). The HFF, however, is activated only
when a goal (i.e., home or feeder) is sensed within the heading
perception range (see Fig. 3 (B)). During the goal-directing
period the desired heading angle φd is given by

φd = φg, (2)

where φg (see Fig. 1) is the heading angle toward a goal. This
preference also applies to when the robot AMOS performs
backward homing and forward home searching. Note that the
HFF is only activated when the home or feeder is within the
head perception range of AMOS (i.e., a radius of 1 m and
angles of ± π

12 , see Fig. 3 (B)).
The HFF is used to simulate insect-like perception in

forward vicinities. It is important to supplement PI in finding
feeder and home spots [31], [8]. This is because the posi-
tion (x̂, ŷ) predicted through PI exhibits cumulative errors,
resulting in AMOS’s failure to arrive precisely at the home
and feeder spots, but close to them at some locations. Before
finding home and feeder spots in the forward vicinity of
AMOS, the desired heading angle φd is determined by either
a random steer in foraging or by the predicted position
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Fig. 3. Navigation planner for goal directing (NPG) relying on a home and
feeder finder (HFF). (A) Finding a goal (i.e., home or feeder) requires the
integration of NPG and HFF, because the PI results in inherent and cumulative
errors. (B) The HFF is activated only when the goal is within the perception
range.

(x̂, ŷ) in backward homing and home searching. Taking the
difference between φd and φs as the input, the three-neuron
SGT network (described below) produces the goal-directed
walking command I . The command is fed into a modular
neural network (MNN), which controls and coordinates the 18
joints of AMOS to achieve goal-directed walking (see Fig. 1).

b) NPF: Inspired by the random foraging of insects
[32], [23], [24], the desired heading angle φd is controlled
by the random heading angles (see Fig. 4 (A)) generated by
the navigation planner for foraging (NPF). Specifically, φd is
generated by a pseudo-random number generator based on the
Mersenne twister. The generated heading angle allows AMOS
to perform random foraging behavior (see Fig. 4 (B)). This
behavior is terminated only when a feeder is sensed within
the heading perception range of the HFF (see Fig. 3). The
NPG relies on the HFF, which directs AMOS to the feeder.
A video clip can be seen at footnote1. Note that the predicted
position of the PI (see Fig. 2) is still continuously updated,
although the random heading angle φd is not determined by
it during AMOS’s foraging.
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Fig. 4. Random steering in the foraging of AMOS. (A) Random heading angle
φd produced by a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG). (B) Foraging
behavior produced by the random heading angle φd.

c) NPB: After reaching the feeder, AMOS begins back-
ward homing, whereby its desired heading angle φd is deter-

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2KjuFLmzJY

mined by the predicted (x̂, ŷ) and starting (x̂0, ŷ0) positions
of PI (see Fig. 1). Specifically, the angle φd is given by

φd = arctan2(ŷ0 − ŷ, x̂0 − x̂), (3)

where (x̂0, ŷ0) is (0, 0), because AMOS is a ‘zero-vector’
navigator. AMOS’s backward homing relies solely upon the
predicted position (x̂, ŷ) of PI, which determines the desired
heading angle φd (see Fig. 5 and Eq. (3)), since the perception
(i.e., HFF, see Fig. 3) only performs limited heading (i.e.,
forward) perception.

Fig. 5. Navigation planner for backward homing (NPB) (see Eq. (3)). AMOS’s
position (x̂, ŷ) is predicted by the PI (see Fig. 2). The initial position (x̂0, ŷ0)
is (0, 0), since AMOS is a ‘zero-vector’ navigator.

Fig. 6. Sign-Gaussian-Tangent (SGT) neural network. (A) Turning rule, based
on the classical steering controller [33], [34], [13]. AMOS needs to turn anti-
clockwise to a feeder when the angle difference ∆φ (i.e., φd −φs) is within
the range (δ, π) (see other turning rules in Eq. (7)). (B) SGT and MNN. The
SGT is used to translate the angle difference ∆φ into a smooth input I for
the MNN. (C) SGT (see Eq. (4)). (D) Smooth input I generated by the SGT
(see the red line). A rough input I (see the green line) is produced by the
classical steering controller [33], [34], [13] (see Eq. (7)).

3) SGT: The Sign-Gaussian-Tangent (SGT) neural network
is developed and added to the navigation module for facili-
tating robust goal-directed navigation (see Fig. 6). The SGT
translates the angle difference ∆φ into a steady command (i.e.,
I) for stable steering, which is given by

I = SGT (∆φ) = Sgn(∆φ)Gau(∆φ) + Tan(∆φ), (4)

where

Sgn(x) =


−1, x > 0

0, x = 0

1, x < 0

, (5)

Gau(x) = eαx
2

, Tan(x) =
eα(x+Sgn(x)π) − 1

eα(x+Sgn(x)π) + 1
, (6)
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Fig. 7. SGT and modular neural networks. (A) SGT neural network for smooth and stable navigation against noise. It translates the angle difference into
stable steering commands (see Fig. 6). (B)-(E) Modular neural network consisting of three neuron groups: the input neuron (P ), hidden neurons (H1−26)
and output neurons (N1−18). The input neuron is used to control the walking patterns of the hexapod robot AMOS. The hidden neurons are divided into
three modules: the CPG, PSM and VRM. These modules have different functionalities (see text for details). The output neurons represent the neural activities
of the robot joints. (F) Motor outputs N1−18. The joint outputs N1−18 are generated to realize the omnidirectional and goal-directed navigation of AMOS
(see Fig. 1 (B)), facilitating insect-like gaits (e.g., a tripod gait when P = 0.18 of Eq. (10)). One time step is ≈ 0.1 s. (G) Tripod gait. The gray and white
bars represent the swing and stance phases, respectively. Abbreviations: TR(L)1,2,3 = TC joints of the right(left) front, middle, and hind legs, CR(L)1,2,3
= CTr joints of the right(left) front, middle, and hind legs, FR(L)1,2,3 = FTi joints of the right(left) front, middle, and hind legs. R (F, M, H) = right (front,
middle, hind) legs, L (F, M, H) = left (front, middle, hind) legs (see Fig. 1 (B)).

where the constant α is set to -50. Note that Tan(x) here is
a modified hyperbolic tangent function.

The SGT neural control differs from a classical steering
controller (CSC) [33], [34], [13] given by (see the green line
in Fig. 6 (D))

I = CSC(∆φ)



−1, ∆φ ∈ [π, 2π), clockwise turn
1, ∆φ ∈ (δ, π), anti-clockwise turn
0, ∆φ ∈ [−δ, δ], no turn
−1, ∆φ ∈ (−π,−δ), clockwise turn
1, ∆φ ∈ (−2π,−π], anti-clockwise turn

,

(7)
where ∆φ denotes the difference between the desired φd and
sensed φs heading angles (see Eq. (3)). The constant δ is set to
0.001. ‘No turn’ means that AMOS continues walking in the
current heading direction. The theoretical proof of the SGT
control is presented in Supplementary section III.

B. Locomotion module

The output I of the SGT neural network is fed into the loco-
motion module, which is a biologically inspired hierarchical
neural controller [35], [36], i.e., a modular neural network
(MNN) (Fig. 7). The MNN generates signals for inter- and

intra-leg coordination of the insect-like robot AMOS (see
Fig. 7 (F)). The MNN consists of a central pattern generator
(CPG) (Fig. 7 (B)), a phase switch module (PSM) (Fig. 7 (C))
and two velocity regulating modules (VRMs) (Fig. 7 (D)).
All MNN neurons are modeled as discrete-time, non-spiking
neurons. The activation Hi of each neuron develops according
to

Hi(t) =

m∑
j=1

Wij oj(t− 1) +Bi, i = 1, . . . ,m, (8)

where m denotes the number of units, Bi is an internal bias
term (i.e., stationary input) for neuron i, and Wij is the
synaptic strength of the connection from neurons j to i. The
output oi of each MNN neuron is given by

oi = tanh(Hi) =
2

1 + e−2Hi
− 1. (9)

The CPG consists of two fully connected neurons [37] (see
Fig. 7 (B)), where B1 and B2 are both set to 0.01. The weights
W12 and W21 are given by

W12(P ) = 0.18 + P,W21(P ) = −0.18− P, (10)

where P is set to 0.18 for producing a tripod gait (Fig. 7 (G)).
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The PSM is a generic feed-forward network consisting
of three hierarchical layers with ten hidden neurons (i.e.,
H3 − H12) (see Fig. 7 (C)). The PSM outputs are projected
onto the FTi (i.e., F (R,L)(1,2,3)) and CTr (i.e., C(R,L)(1,2,3))
motor neurons (see Fig. 7 (E)), as well as the neurons H13 and
H14 of the two VRMs (see Fig. 7 (D)). All neural connection
strengths along with their bias terms are indicated by the small
numbers except some VRM parameters (i.e., a = 1.7246,
b = −2.48285, and c = −1.7246). The predefined projections
and connection strengths allow AMOS to produce coordinated
leg motions, thereby preventing joint motion contradiction.
The delays λL and λ between output neurons are set to
48 and 16 time steps, respectively. VRMs are feed-forward
networks that project their outputs to the TC motor neurons
T (R,L)(1,2,3) (see Fig. 7 (E)). Further details of the MNN
can be found in our previous works [33], [38].

The output of the SGT neural network is used as the MNN
input I . It is projected to the input neurons I1 and I2 of the
MNN, and further transmitted to the neurons H25 and H26 of
the velocity regulating modules (VRMs). The MNN inputs I1
and I2 are given by

I1 = Z + I, I2 = Z − I, (11)

where Z is the bias used to activate different walking modes:

Z =

{
1.00 ,backward walking
−1.00 ,forward walking

. (12)

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The three sets of experiments described below show that
robust and complex insect-like navigation behaviors are gen-
erated by the proposed controller (see Fig. 1).

A. Constrained navigation

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8 (A). The robot
AMOS performed forward feeding and backward homing
when guided by the three controllers (see TABLE I), respec-
tively. Note that the neural locomotion module was used in all
controllers. AMOS was run 25 times under each controller. A
constrained zone (CZ) was used to vary the sensed heading
angle φs and speed vs of AMOS in backward homing, as the
two inputs of the PI (see Fig. 2). In the CZ, φs and vs were
set to 0 (rad) and kept at the same speed as the previous
time step, respectively. The constrained zone setup is similar
to that in real insect navigation experiments [39]. Note that
the AMOS’s heading angle φs and speed vs were subjected
to the same level of sensory noise (i.e., noise factor β = 25%
in Eq. (1)) during the experiments. The robot AMOS was run
25 times under each controller (see TABLE I).

We can see that the controllers EES and EEC (see TABLE I)
enable the robot AMOS to perform more accurate goal-
directed navigation toward the feeder in outbound walking,
compared to the EC controller (see Fig. 8 (B)). This is because
the EKF facilitates more accurate self-localization (see the
heading angles in Fig. 9), compared to the EC controller
without the EKF (see ‘Detour’ in Fig. 8 (B)). However, the

(m)

(m)

CZ

Detour
B

1 m

CZ
Home
Feeder
EES
EEC
EC

y

x

(CZ)
zone

A

Feeder

Home

Backward

trajectory
homing

Constrained

0 rad
5 m

AMOS

1 m

Fig. 8. Robust navigation against a constrained zone (CZ). (A) Experimental
setup. The positions of the home and feeder are known, and the distance
between them is 5 m. The robot AMOS performed forward feeder-directing
and backward homing. In backward homing, the robot AMOS was subjected
to the fixed sensing errors in the CZ. Its navigation performance under three
controllers (see TABLE I) was compared. The black curve represents the
backward homing trajectory of AMOS, when the robot AMOS was driven
by our proposed controller. When the robot entered the constrained zone, its
walking speed and heading orientation were reset to constants. The robot then
became lost and began to deviate from home. Once it had escaped from the
zone, under our proposed method (i.e., EES, see TABLE I), AMOS could
adaptively navigate toward the home again. (B) The resulting trajectories of
the three controllers EES (blue), EEC (green), and EC (red).

EES controller with the SGT neural network enables AMOS to
succeed in backward homing (see Fig. 8 (B)) when subjected
to fixed sensing errors in the CZ (see Fig. 9), compared to
the EEC controller without the SGT. This is because the SGT
makes AMOS perform fine-tuning (see the blue line in Fig. 9)
resulting in a smooth translation (see Fig. 6 (D)), compared to
the CSC control. Such fine-tuning is beneficial for achieving
short walking distances (see PV and dall in Fig. (10)).
The homing path curvature PV was used to quantify the
straightness of inbound walking paths [40], [41], which is
given by

PV =
dall − dout

df0
, df0 =

√
(xf − x0)2 + (yf − y0)2, (13)

where dall and dout are the walking and outbound distances
of the AMOS, respectively. df0 is the displacement between
the feeder reached at (xf , yf ) and the home (i.e., (x0, y0) =
(0, 0)). The straightness of walking paths increases with the
decreasing PV (≥ 1).
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Since the EES controller allows AMOS to walk shorter
distances (see PV and dall in Fig. (10) (A)), its resulting
localization error is lower than those from the EEC and
EC controllers (see σ in Fig. (10) (B)). The normalized
localization error σ is given by

σ =

∑n
1 ∆dj
nds1

,∆dj =
√

(x̂j − xj)2 + (ŷj − yj)2, (14)

TABLE I
CONTROLLERS

Controllers Included components
EC ECTRV (see Fig. 2) and CSC (see Eq. (7))

EEC ECTRV, EKF (see Fig. 2), and CSC
EES ECTRV, EKF, and SGT (see Eq. (4))

where n denotes the total time steps in an experiment. (x̂j , ŷj)
is the position predicted for AMOS by the PI (see Fig. 2) while
(xj , yj) is its real position in time step j.

The EKF used in the controllers (see TABLE I) has been
applied to many state-of-art (SOA) works in various ways.
For instance, Bayesian (e.g., EKF) filters were used to refine
and advance theoretical considerations on hippocampal spatial
functions in the self-localization process [5]. Additionally, the
EKF was applied to ant-like navigation [11]. However, these
SOA works do not show rich insect navigation behaviors (e.g.,
backward homing and spiral home searching) in non-linear and
constrained path integration [39], [7], [22]. This is because the
EKF alone struggles to handle self-localization in non-linear
constraints (e.g., see Fig. 8 (A)) [42]. We can see that the
self-localization accuracy decreases with increasing walking
distances (see Fig. 10). In general, the proposed controller
(i.e., EES, see Fig. 2) outperforms the conventional controllers
EC and EEC by providing more accurate self-localization
and goal-directed navigation. This is because the proposed
SGT neural network smoothens the steering control input I
(see Fig. 9) resulting in smoother steering control and shorter
walking distances (see Fig. (10)), compared to conventional
controllers [11], [12], [13]. In [11] and [12], an EKF was
used to predict the heading angles and travel distances of their
robots (ant-like robot [11] and mobile vehicle [12]) and to also
improve their self-localization performance. Their navigation
control mechanisms rely on EKF, ECTRV, and classic steering
control methods; thereby their controllers are similar to the
EEC controller that we use to compare with our proposed EES
controller. In [13], the authors used a neural PI mechanism
with steering control. The neural mechanism is based on a
multilayer neural network, acting as the ECTRV components
without an EKF. Thus, this controller was comparable to the
EC one discussed here. The experimental video clip can be
seen at footnote2.

B. Robust navigation

In contrast to the previous experimental setup, the feeder
positions are unknown in this setup (see Fig. 4 (B)). Therefore,
the insect-like robot AMOS began random foraging, for which
the feeders were scattered within the displacement range
[4.6, 8.5] (m) relative to the home location. A series of exper-
iments were conducted to show robust foraging and backward
homing behaviors against the various levels of sensory noise
(i.e., noise factor β = 5%, 25%, or 45% in Eq. (1)). The robot
AMOS was run 25 times for each noise level (e.g., noise factor
β = 5% in Eq. (1)).

The foraging process terminated only when AMOS detected
a feeder using its home and feeder finder (HFF, see Fig. 3),

2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TNayghmDJA
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directing AMOS to reach a feeder. After reaching the feeder
AMOS started backward homing, relying only on the predicted
position (x̂, ŷ) obtained from the PI (see Figs. 2 and 5). This is
because the HFF is a heading perception finder with a limited
sensing ranger (Fig. 3 (B)).

PV
curvature
path

Mean
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Homing

1.5
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3.5
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4.5

5
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Fig. 12. Statistical results for robust navigation with respect to various sensory
noise factor β (see Eq. (1)). Walking distances dall and homing path curvature
PV (see Eq. (13)). The robot AMOS was run 25 times for each sensory noise
factor.

It can be seen that the navigation planner for foraging
(NPF, see Fig. 4) produces random heading angles φd, leading

AMOS to locate and reach a feeder (see Fig. 11). After
reaching the feeder, the navigation planner for backward
homing (NPB, see Fig. 5) allows AMOS to perform straight
inbound paths (see Fig. 11), compared to the detour out-
bound paths resulting from random foraging. Deviations in
the inbound paths, however, increase in accordance with the
increment of sensory noise (see the real heading angles φr in
Fig. 11). By contrast, the straightness of the inbound paths
decreases with increasing noise factors β, reciprocated by the
homing path curvatures PV (see Fig. 12). This is because
AMOS relied solely on the predicted position (x̂, ŷ), whose
accuracy decreases with increasing sensory noise. This noise
leads to greater deviation in the real heading angles φr and
higher homing path curvatures PV in backward homing (see
Figs. 11 and 12). Nevertheless, AMOS managed to return
home through the HFF when passing near it during backward
homing (BH). This is because the NPG allows for AMOS’s
home directing (HD) navigation (see Fig. 3) via the HFF. Note
that the HFF is subjected to the sensed heading angle φs during
HD navigation (see ‘HD’ in Fig. 11). The experimental video
clip can be seen at footnote3. In addition to the simulation
results, we also tested the performance of the controller for
real-time indoor and outdoor navigation in a real hexapod
robot (see Supplementary Fig. 2).

We can see that the proposed method allows the robot to
achieve real-time robust navigation with random foraging and
backward homing (see Fig. 14). Its self-localization relied
solely on self-generated information obtained from IMU,
while an onboard camera was used to localize feeders (see
Supplementary Fig. 2). The video of the experiments can be

3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c-ndgOU50MQ
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Fig. 13. Experimental setup of real-time hexapod robot navigation. L denotes
the distance between home and a feeder.

seen at footnote4. We also tested the EEC controller where the
SGT neural control was excluded for outdoor navigation. The
robot failed to perform backward homing5.

Fig. 14. Outdoor and indoor navigation trajectories and snapshots of a
real insect-like robot. (A) Predicted robot positions (x̂, ŷ) in an outdoor
environment where the distance L was 6.0 m (see Fig. 13). (B) Predicted
robot positions (x̂, ŷ) in an indoor experiment where the distance L was 5.3
m. Black arrow lines indicate the robot navigation directions. Snapshots A
and B (1-4) show forward foraging, feeder reaching, backward homing, and
home reaching. In both experiments, the robot performed different outbound
trajectories (blue lines) because of random foraging. After the robot localized
the feeder via the camera, it walked almost straight backward home using
path integration.

C. Home searching

This experimental setup was identical to that described in
Section III-B (see Fig. 4 (B)). The robot AMOS began random
foraging using its six legs. However, its right (i.e., RH) and
left (i.e., LH) hind legs were lifted off the ground during
its backward homing (see Supplementary Fig. 3), until the
predicted PI position (x̂, ŷ) was zeroed out. Subsequently, the
robot reused its six legs to forward search for its home. The
emulated behaviors are similar to those found in insects such
as dung beetles, who do not use their hind legs for backward
homing, but to carry dung balls [43]. Note that the controller’s
PI (see Fig. 2) continued to operate after its predicted position

4https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4xUGqm1Xzc
5https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7EumRJpviU

(x̂, ŷ) was zeroed out. The robot AMOS was run 25 times for
each noise level (e.g., β = 45% in Eq. (1)).

We can see that the different foot patterns (see Supplemen-
tary Fig. 3) of AMOS result in PI zero vectors (see Fig. 15),
but the spots of the zero vectors are too far away to make
AMOS sense the home using the HFF (see Fig. 3). This result
differs from that presented in the previous setup (see Fig. 11),
where the six legs of AMOS were used in backward homing.
Therefore, the different foot patterns reduce the PI localization
accuracy of the proposed controller (see Fig. 1). However, the
controller enables AMOS to produce spiral searching patterns
(see Fig. 15), when the controller continues to run the PI after
its predicted position is zero out. After the PI is zeroed out,
desired heading angle φd is given by

φd = arctan2(ŷ0 − ŷ, x̂0 − x̂), (15)

where (x̂0, ŷ0) is (0, 0), because the predicted position of
AMOS was zeroed out. (x̂, ŷ) was predicted by the PI (see
Fig. 2).

The spiral patterns allow AMOS to realize larger path
curvatures PV (see Fig. 16), compared to those in the pre-
vious experimental setup (see Fig. 12). The spiral patterns
were obtained from the intrinsically accumulated localization
errors of the PI. Due to these errors, the proposed controller
encourages AMOS to perform a progressive search, whereby
the spiral loops become larger and drifted toward the home
using the HFF (see Fig. 3). The searching and drifting patterns
are similar to those found in real insects [21], [22], [18]. The
experimental video clip can be seen at footnote6. Note that
AMOS failed to perform backward homing when the proposed
controller was subjected to larger sensor noise (e.g., β = 50%,
see Eq. (1)). This is because the increased sensing noise
results in a zero vector remote spot (see Fig. 17), such that
the subsequent spiral searching patterns do not drift AMOS
toward the home. The experimental video clip can be seen
at footnote7. Note that in all experimental video clips shown
above, we placed two antennae on the front part of the AMOS
to indicate its walking direction.

IV. DISCUSSION

We present an embodied neural controller to realize random
foraging, backward homing, and home searching in the insect-
like robot AMOS over 100 m (see Fig. 15 (B) and (D)),
compared to previous works on short distance walking [11],
[44]. In addition, our proposed controller consists of the high-
level navigation (e.g., backward homing) planning and self-
localization. It differs from the work on path planning [45]
which neglects the self-localization and PI observed in real
insect navigation [10], [17], [5]. The proposed controller is
a full PI consisting of the high-level navigation planning and
self-localization, as well as the low-level leg and joint coor-
dinated locomotion. A simple (i.e., SGT) neural network was
developed and integrated into a Bayesian (i.e., EKF) filter to
improve the self-localization accuracy of insect-like navigation
(see Fig. 8 and TABLE I). Bayesian filters are considered to

6https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y5gUOozLzDc
7https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xwg9COjlBbk
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TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR PROPOSED AND STATE-OF-ART METHODS

refine and advance theoretical views on hippocampal spatial
cell functions [46], [5]. The presented controller allows AMOS
to perform insect-like (i.e., spiral) home searching patterns
without any additional mechanism [21]. Instead, continuing
operating the PI after its vector is zeroed out (see Fig. 15).
Therefore, we postulate that running PI is an alternative for
generating insect-like (e.g., spiral) home searching patterns;
this may encourage biologists to reconsider the relationship
between PI and home searching patterns. Furthermore, the
proposed controller enables the robot AMOS to realize robust
navigation dealing using different locomotion modes, e.g.,
using six legs for foraging but four legs for backward homing
(see Fig. 15).

We believe that our proposed controller is the first to
integrate high-level navigation planning and prediction, as well
as low-level leg coordinated locomotion control. As a result,
the controller enables the AMOS robot to reproduce insect-like

foraging, backward homing, and home searching behaviors
over 100 m (see Fig. 15 (B) and (D)), a notable improvement
over the dozen meters achieved by traditional controllers [11],
[44]. Moreover, the proposed controller allows the AMOS
robot to automatically perform insect-like searching behaviors
(i.e., spiral patterns) without any additional mechanism. To
the best of our knowledge, the resulting insect-like searching
behaviors have not been shown by others. We also provide a
summary table comparing our approach and results with the
other related works (see TABLE. II).

Although interesting results can be obtained from the pro-
posed controller, it does not tackle brain-like representations of
PI owing to its robot-inspired (e.g., EKF) navigation module
(see Fig. 1 (A)). There have been plausible PI neural mod-
els for animal navigation. For instance, Stone et al. (2017)
proposed a neural PI model of insect central complex, with
anatomically identified insect neurons [44]. The resulting
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neural model makes a wheeled robot perform PI over a dozen
meters. The model inputs consist of the camera-perceived
optic flow and inertial-rotation-based compass estimation,
determined as inputs vs and φs of our proposed controller
(see Fig. 1 (A)). In addition, the presented modular neural
control can be extended to multiple CPGs for more diverse
(e.g., gait transition) behaviors [47]. We intend to perform
robotic validation of the insects (i.e., dung beetles) navigation
and locomotion principles found by our biologist colleagues

in the DLife project8. We plan to investigate robot-inspired
biology to reverse the previous validation. Specifically, we will
validate robotic findings by performing insect experiments.
For instance, an interesting finding presented in this paper
is that insect-like spiral searching patterns are automatically
generated by continuing to operate PI after it has zeroed out.
In future, more advanced Bayesian filters will be implemented
to improve navigational self-localization accuracy in complex
(e.g., clustered obstacles) environments [48], [49].
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